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Why	use	a	Bayesian	approach?

lWe	often	know	how	are	measurements	are	related	to	our	model...

lThe	Bayesian	approach	gives	us	the	probability	of	our	model	once	we	have	made	
a	measurement

lIt	is	useful	for	dealing	with	cases	where	there	are	errors	(uncertainties)	in	the	
model	specification	(missing	parts	of	model) 

lIt	is	a	useful	way	to	combine	our	prior	knowledge	with	observations	to	update	
our	model

lA	Bayesian	approach	can	be	used	in	many	different	situations	where	parameters	
(values)	are	to	be	estimated	from	measurements	or	observations.



Simple version of Bayes' rule

Suppose we are interested in the value of  “x”
We have some prior knowledge about x “po (x)”
We have some measurements of x “observations” 

Then we can say…

p(x) µ po (x) p(observations | x)

The probability that a particular value of x is correct is proportional to...

the probability of x from our prior knowledge

multiplied by...

the probability that we would have made our observations if x were correct



Rananathittu Bird	Sanctuary



https://commons.wikim
edia.org/w/index.php?c
urid=17281450

https://commons.wiki
media.org/w/index.p
hp?curid=3810098

Open	bill	stork	(less	
common	in	summer)

Painted	stork
(more	common	in	
summer)



From a distance
p(x) µ po (x) p(observations | x)

Without	observation	of	details	p(observations|x)	is	the	same	for	each

So… which	are	they?

See:	
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=A
J4l78WWzJ4

Open	bill	stork	(less	
common)

Painted	stork	
(more	common)



From a distance
p(x) µ po (x) p(observations | x)

Without	observation	of	details	p(observations|x)	is	the	same	for	each

Painted	stork	is	more	common	->	po (Painted	Stork)	>	po (Open	bill	Stork)
Best	guess:	Painted	Stork	

See:	
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=A
J4l78WWzJ4

Open	bill	stork	(less	
common)

Painted	stork	
(more	common)



Up close
p(x) µ po (x) p(observations | x)

Now	we	can	see	if	features	expected	for	each	stork	are	present
Painted	stork	we	expect	side	has	dark	stripe
Openbill stork	has	white	side

Which	are	they?

Open	bill	stork Painted	stork



Up close
p(x) µ po (x) p(observations | x)

Now	we	can	see	if	features	expected	for	each	stork	are	present
Painted	stork	we	expect	side	has	dark	stripe
Openbill stork	has	white	side

P(observations	|	Painted	Stork)	is	very	high
P(observations	|	Openbill stork)	is	very	low
->	very	confident	this	these	are	Painted	stork.

Open	bill	stork Painted	stork

















Using Bayes' rule

p(x) µ po (x) p(observations | x)

The probability that a particular value of x is correct is proportional to...

the probability of x from our prior knowledge

multiplied by...

the probability that we would have made our observations if x were correct

















































How to apply a Bayesian analysis to any 
measurement problem

1. Write down what you really want to know: p(Davg)

2. Write down prior knowledge: po(Davg)=1

3. Write down how the true value of the thing you are 
measuring depends on what you really want to know and 
any other variables:   D=Davg+E

4. Write down probability distributions for errors in 
measurement and for the variables you don't know:    
p(Nobs|D) and p(E)



How to apply a Bayesian analysis of any 
measurement problem

5. Use 3&4 to write probability distribution for measurements given 
values of what you want to know and of nuisance variables:  p(N1, 
N2...|Davg,E)

6. Integrate over the nuisance variables (E), weighted by their 
probability distributions p(E) to get probability of measurements given 
what you want to know: p(N1, N2...|Davg)

7. Apply Bayes' rule to get the probability distribution for what you 
want to know, given the measurements:          p(Davg|N1, N2...)= po(Davg) 
p(N1, N2...|Davg)
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Tutorial	Discussions

•Discussion	of	Bayesian	applications	in	crystallography

•Working	through	simple	Bayesian	exercises	from	handout	in	a	
group

•Density	modification	and	Bayesian	statistics

•Discussion	of	individual	challenging	examples	and	questions	
from	students



Some	things	to	think	about	…

•1.	Are	you	sure	you	have	included	all	plausible	hypotheses?	If	you	don’t	
have	correct	answer	in	your	list	your	Bayesian	analysis	will	never	work…

•2.	The	data	has	to	discriminate	among	the	plausible	hypotheses	to	be	
useful.	

•3.	A	plausible	hypothesis	is	one	for	which	the	prior	is	not	zero



Applications	of	Bayesian	methods	in	crystallography

•Molecular	replacement	with	likelihood	targets

•Likelihood-based	refinement

•Statistical	density	modification

•Matching	of	sequence	to	density	in	a	map

•Evaluation	of	map	quality

•…


